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1. VR Setup

Requires an OpenXR-compatible VR device, this manual is for a SteamVR compatible headset.

https://store.steampowered.com/app/250820/SteamVR/ (Requires a Steam account)

1. Set up the two base stations facing each other, angled
downwards. a

2. Connect the headset to the computer.

3. Launch SteamVR b

aSee here for details.
bLog in to a Steam account and launch SteamVR directly from Steam,

or navigate to Steam/steamapps/common/SteamVR/bin/win64 and run vr-
monitor.exe

2. Unity (Windows)

The VR program requires a Windows-based operating system.

Requires Unity to be installed, available at https://unity3d.com/get-unity/download

Download the project files from https://version.aalto.fi/gitlab/projectwork/vrlfd

1. Open Unity Hub, go to Projects, select open and choose the vrlfd/unity/VRLFD folder.

2. Select the Unity Editor version. (Any 2020+)

3. Open the project.

4. Go to Robotics-ROS Settings and insert the IP address of the ROS computer which is connected to
the Franka Emika Panda robot. To get the IP address type hostname -I into the terminal on your
Linux system.
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5. Press the Play button to start the Unity
scene.

3. ROS Setup (Linux)

1. Install ROS for Linux. It is recommended to use ROS Melodic Morenia and Ubuntu 18.04 LTS
Bionic Beaver as the system has been tested to work on those. See further instructions for installa-
tion from here https://wiki.ros.org/ROS/Installation.

2. Install libfranka for Linux. See further instructions from here https://frankaemika.github.

io/docs/installation_linux.html. API documentation for the latest version of libfranka is
available at https://frankaemika.github.io/libfranka/.

3. Create a catkin workspace or use a pre-existing one. See further instructions from here http:

//wiki.ros.org/catkin/Tutorials/create_a_workspace

4. Clone the ROS-TCP-Endpoint-main ROS package from the group GitLab repository https://

version.aalto.fi/gitlab/projectwork/ros-tcp-endpoint-main or from the original repos-
itory https://github.com/Unity-Technologies/ROS-TCP-Endpoint to the source folder of
your catkin workspace.

git clone git@version.aalto.fi:projectwork/ros-tcp-endpoint-main.git

5. Clone also the franka vr control package from the group GitLab repository https://version.

aalto.fi/gitlab/projectwork/franka_control to the same source folder.

git clone git@version.aalto.fi:projectwork/franka_control.git

6. Build the added packages using catkin_make in the root of your catkin workspace.

7. Set the permission of ”default server endpoint.py”-file to executable. Go to the source folder of
the ROS-TCP-Endpoint package where the file is located and enter the following command.

chmod +x default_server_endpoint.py
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8. Launch the server endpoint to start a TCP/IP connection to Unity.

roslaunch ros_tcp_endpoint endpoint.launch

9. Now when the connection to Unity is established you can run the robot controller of your choice
from the franka vr control package. Before running any of the controllers with the physical Franka
Emika Panda robot make sure you have read the user handbook and are aware of the safety pro-
tocols. The robot joints need to be unlocked and the robot must be in a blue state in order for the
controllers to work.

Continuous controller (teleoperation):
rosrun franka_control continuous_controller

Trajectory controller with splines for trajectory smoothing:
rosrun franka_control trajectory_controller

Trajectory controller without trajectory smoothing and gripper control:
rosrun franka_control trajectory_controller_nospline

10. The chosen controller should now be running and further commands (see Usage section and figure
1) can now be given from Unity VR simulation. Controller can be terminated by pressing Ctrl+C
in the terminal.

4. Usage

VR Camera offset can be changed using the keyboard:

W Increase Z
A Decrease X
S Decrease Z
D Increase Z

Space Increase Y
LShift Decrease Y

Q Rotate counterclockwise
E Rotate clockwise

Interaction with VR menus is done with the left hand controller laser pointer. The mode can be changed
by pressing the touchpad to allow two-handed interaction with the robot.

Interacting with the robot is similar to the real robot: It can be grabbed from anywhere and moved
around using the VR controllers, and the gripper can be operated using the right-hand touchpad. All the
command bindings in the controllers are visualized in figure 2.

The VR user interface is located on the wrist of the right hand controller, see figure 1. Buttons are
interacted using the left hand controller’s laser pointer.

Movement of the VR robot is limited in speed. Rotation of the joints while holding them is disabled by
default, which is enabled by pressing the trigger of the holding controller.
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Figure 1: VR user interface located on the right hand controller.

If the robot seems to correct its position to the starting joint configuration every time it is moved, press
the ”Toggle motors”-button on the user interface.

Three scenes are provided, and can be switched between using the buttons on the wall. The scenes can
also be reset with a button below the scene changes. The joints of the simulated robot can break after a
while so the reset button can be used to solve this issue.

Different Unity scenes:

Sandbox Testing & guides
Pick & Place Place the cube inside the box
Peg in Hole Navigate the peg into a hole

Instructions for trajectory ”record, replay and publish”-functionality

1. Press ”Record”-button to start recording a trajectory

2. Move the robot to record the trajectory

3. Press ”Record”-button again to stop recording the trajectory

4. Press ”Execute”-button to start replaying the trajectory

5. Press ”Publish”-button to send the trajectory to the trajectory controller (”trajectory controller.cpp”).
The controller and the server endpoint must be running in order for the robot to execute the same
trajectory (see ROS Setup steps 8 and 9).

6. The trajectory can be executed with both virtual and real robot as many times as needed by pressing
respectively ”Execute”- and ”Publish”-buttons.
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Instructions for real-time teleoperation

1. Make sure that the controller (”continuous controller.cpp”) and the server endpoint are running
(see ROS Setup steps 8 and 9).

2. Press ”Publish joints to ROS”-button to start the teleoperation.

3. To end the teleoperation press the ”Publish”-button again or terminate the controller from the Linux
terminal by pressing Ctrl+C.

Figure 2: Commands on the HTC Vive controllers.
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